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Where to start?

MATTRESS FIRMNESS
GUIDE

There are quite a few different things that

you’d like to account for when you decide to

investment in your wellness, health, and quality

of sleep with a purchase of a mattress. The

mattress is the most important aspect of your

sleep system that includes your bed frame,

mattress, sheets, mattress protector, pillow,

and the sleeping environment you create.

 

Mattress firmness is one of the key

characteristics to consider before you make a

purchase. Finding the right level is critical for

understanding your sleep style and sleep

scenario. A mattress that is too soft or too

firm, your sleep quality is likely to decline and

potential developing pain or issues in your

back.

 

There are many quality mattress companies

and brands which offer different levels of

firmness and support. The challenge is finding

the one that fits your sleep scenario at your

targeted price point.

www.maplecrestmattress.com

http://www.maplecrestmattress.com/


What is Mattrss Firmness?

 

1st off...Firmness & Support are not the same

thing.

 

Firmness is the beds hardness and the "feel"

when you lay in the bed.  This has a subjective

aspect to it and comes down to individuals

feel with some underlying baselines.

 

Support is the underlying component of the

mattress that allows your remain in a position

of comfort and plays a key role in how long the

mattress will last with out sagging.

 

In simple terms:

The firmness, is the feeling that you get as you

lie down on the mattress.

 

The support, is the way the mattress

components keeps your spine in the preferred 

alignment. if not aligned, tossing and turning

can occur.

 

www.maplecrestmattress.com

http://www.maplecrestmattress.com/


Firmness Scale

 

Extra Soft (1-2)

This is a type of mattress which is very

soft...too soft.  These typically are not able to

support the spine and creates an

uncomfortable sleep.  Many mattresses do not

start off as extra soft but breakdown over

time.

 

Soft (3-4) - Plush

These are typically plush mattresses that have

a sinkage of around 1.5 to 3 inches.  These are

great for side sleepers.  These are NOT ideal

for back and stomach sleepers as they allow

for a contour of the body.

 

Medium (5-6) - Pillowtop & Eurotop

This level of firmness is the preferred spot for

approximately 80% of individuals and is ideal

for several different sleep positions.

 

Hard (7-8) - Firm

Slightly firmer than the Medium and provide a

less sinkage. Ideal for those who prefer a

firmer mattress that are stomache or back

sleepers.

 

Extra Hard (9-10)

Very few mattress fall into this category and

typically are in a theraputic category.



Firmness Depending on Weight?

 

 

Soft (3-4) - Plush

Typically for petite, thin, or average weight

individuals and couples.  These allow comfort

for side sleepers to give more cushion in the

shoulder and hip areas.

 

Medium (5-6) - Pillowtop & Eurotop

Typically for thin, average, and heavy

individuals and couples.  Supports side,

stomach, and back sleepers with firmness &

cushion.

 

Hard (7-8) - Firm

Typically ideal for heavy individuals & couples.  

Supports back and stomach sleepers to

prevent any reverse spine contortion.

 

www.maplecrestmattress.com

 

http://www.maplecrestmattress.com/


Firmness Depending Sleep Position?

 

 

Stomach Sleeper - Pillowtop & Eurotop

Typically a medium firm provides the support

and cushion to allow for sinkage along the belly

area but enough firmness to prevent any

negative back bend.

 

Side Sleeper - Plush

Typically require a mattress on the softer side

that provide cushion along the hips and

shoulders to release any pressure.  Side sleeping

channels the individuals weight so that is

conentrated at the shoulder and hips requiring

the need for additional cushion

 

Back Sleeper - Plush, Pillowtop, Eurotop, Firm

Typically require less regarding firmness and a

versatile.  Back Sleepers can typically sleep on

all levels of firmness with the needed comfort

and support. 

www.maplecrestmattress.com

 



Firmness Depending Pain?

 

 

Back Pain - Pillowtop & Eurotop

Mattress to support back pain would typically be

a Medium to Medium/Firm (Pillowtop / Eurotop

/ Firm) that prevents any negative spinal

contouring with the support to stay in that

position...NOT PLUSH

 

Hip Pain - Plush, Pillowtop, & Eurotop

Hip Pain can be caused by several factors with

improper spinal alignment being one.  Firmness

plays a role here but all levels (Plush, Pillowtop,

Eurotop) can provide comfort but the support

here is key to maintain the correct spinal

alignment all night long...NOT FIRM

 

Shoulder Pain - Plush, Pillowtop, & Eurotop

Many factors can cause shoulder pain but

typically caused by a mattress that is too Firm

and side sleepers.  A Plush, Pillowtop, or Eurotop

will be recommended...NOT FIRM.

www.maplecrestmattress.com

 



Firmness Depending Gender?

 

 

Male

Men are typically heavier than women and

require a mattress that is firmer to prevent

spinal misalignment.

 

Female

Women are typically lighter than Men with a

more subtle body structure that require support

that falls in the Medium range targeting the

sleep style.

 

When there is a large difference in weight, sleep

style, or conditions such as snoring as sleep

apnea; a split sleep system can allow each

individual their required firmness, support, and

comfort.  Adjustable bases also allow additional

sleep positions and angles to reduce snoring

and Acid Reflux.

 

www.maplecrestmattress.com
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Restonic

 

All of the Maplecrest Mattress Restonic (Scott

Living & ComfortCare Mattress are made in New

Albany, Indiana.

 

Since 1938, we have been supporting dreams by

producing the highest quality sleep products.

For more than three quarters of a century, we

have contributed to more good nights than any

other mattress company – and we’re thrilled to

share our story with you.

 

Since 2011, Restonic has consistently been

awarded the Women’s Choice Award® for

Excellence in Brand Experience. Through a

survey of previous Restonic customers, an

astounding 96% of the women polled said they

would absolutely recommend Restonic to their

family and friends. Women’s Choice Awards, the

voice of female consumers, awards businesses

and brands based on consumer experience.

 

Link To Restonic Website

 

https://restonic.com/awards
https://restonic.com/awards


Scott Living

 

 

Scott Living Mattresses are a reflection of Drew

and Jonathan Scott’s personal style, inspired by

what they hold dear: home, family and a

commitment to quality.The Scott brothers are

passionate about helping people claim their

right to a healthy, comfortable and rejuvenating

night’s sleep because they know better sleep

gives rise to better mornings. Using the finest

materials and our patented construction, Scott

Living mattresses are assembled by hand,

investing hours of craftsmanship into each

one.So you get the best bed, the best sleep… to

be at your very best.

 

Link To Scott Living Selection

 

https://www.maplecrestmattress.com/online-store/Scott-Living-c49182571
https://restonic.com/scott-living-mattresses


ComfortCare
Consumer Digest Best Buy

 

 

Our ComfortCare® mattresses first won the

Consumers Digest Best Buy™ Award in 1987.

We’re especially proud of this award as it’s

based on 8 important criteria: performance,

ease of use, features, quality of construction,

warranty, efficiency, styling, and maintenance

and service requirements. Very few other

product lines have received the Consumers

Digest Best Buy™ Award as many times as our

entire ComfortCare® mattress collection. The

Best Buy Seal and other licensed materials are

registered certification marks and trademarks of

Consumers Digest Communications, LLC, used

under license.

 

 

 

L ink to ComfortCare Selection

 

https://www.maplecrestmattress.com/online-store/ComfortCare-c49182581
https://restonic.com/comfortcare-mattresses


Malouf

 

Sam and Kacie Malouf transformed a two-

person operation into a company with over

11,000 product choices. In their journey, Sam and

Kacie found a common thread tying consumers

together—desire for comfort, identity, and value.

We’ve explored the globe, hunting for artisanal

bedding honed through generations of practice

in Italy, France, and Egypt. 

 

We’ve refined modern products, infusing unique

foams with natural materials and improving the

features and usability of adjustable bed bases.

And, we’ve innovated—creating patents,

researching new products, and building a

vertically integrated company.The result is an

ode to time-tested materials fused with the

freshness of cutting-edge technologies.

 

Link to Malouf Website

 

https://www.maloufsleep.com/about/


Wellsville
Luxury To Your Door

 

 

Named for the impressive Wellsville mountain

range that overlooks our alpine valley, we’re

reminded every day of the peaks’ beauty,

strength, and endurance. Every day, we work to

bring those same qualities to the products we

create.

 

Through beautiful design aesthetics, high-quality

materials and craftsmanship, and service that

endures, we bring Wellsville to your home—so you

can savor the rest, comfort, and support you

need to live a more healthful life.

 

Link to Wellsville Selection

https://www.maplecrestmattress.com/online-store/Wellsville-Luxury-To-Your-Door-c49272212


Weekender
Value To Your Door

 

We streamlined the process—from manufacturing

to distribution—to bring you high-quality

products at an incredibly low price, perfect for

promotions and in-store deals.

 

Weekender products originated as the

hospitality line for Malouf®, the premier provider

of attainable luxury in bedding. The line’s instant

success led us to one conclusion: let’s make it

available to all.

 

Now, hospitality buyers aren’t the only ones who

benefit from our factory-direct products. Anyone

can experience five-star luxury at an

exceptional price by bringing this hotel-grade

line home.

 

Link to Weekender Selection

 

https://www.maplecrestmattress.com/online-store/Weekender-Value-To-Your-Door-c49172034
https://www.weekenderbedding.com/


Making You Bed A Sleep System

 

Frames - These coming in all sizes and what

supports the mattress and in some cases

connect to the headboard.  Different

materials & looks but typically serve the same

purpose.

Foundation or Box Spring - Most brands that

sell a mattress require the same brand

foundation to keep the warranty intact.  If the

foundation is sagging then most likely your

mattress will be shortly after.

Platforms - These are typically ideal for a

foam or hybrid mattress that does not require

an accompanied foundation.  An example are

the popular Bed in a Boxes that are designed

not to require a foundation.

 

Five DEEP BREATHES now...

 

Getting through the mattress decision process is

a lot...but there is more to consider.

 

Frames, Foundations, & Platforms

This decisions is typically driven by the mattress

decision but also personal preference and style.

  

 

 

 

Link to Frames & Bases Selection

 

https://www.maplecrestmattress.com/online-store/Frames-%26-Bases-c49127715


 

Improved Breathing & Circulation

Reduces Inflammation

Eases Acid Reflux & Heartburn

Reduces Snoring

Reduces neck strain while watching TV or

reading

 

 

 

 

Adjustable Bases

Adjustable Bases have come along way in recent

years and no longer for hospitals. There are

many benefits that include:

  

 

There are many features and factors to consider

with entry level models have a heads up only

feature with models going from laying down to

standing up with everything in between.

 

Link to Adjustable Bases Selection

 

https://www.maplecrestmattress.com/online-store/Adjustable-Bases-c49169037


Making You Bed A Sleep System

 

 

Sheets

Microfiber

 

Material

Microfiber is composed of very finely woven

fibers, defined by their thickness, or denier,

which is the measurement of a fiber’s thickness.

A high denier points to a material of higher

thickness, a low denier is one of lower

thickness.For a material to be considered

microfiber, it must be less than 1 denier in

diameter. For comparison, consider that fine silk

measures at 1.25 deniers; thus, microfibers are

made in the lab instead of forming naturally in

nature. They can be made from wood pulp, or

polyester and nylon polymers. Microfiber sheets

are very thin, but are strong and exceptionally

smooth and comfortable.

 

Durability

Individual microfiber threads are weak on their

own. However, microfiber sheets are a tightly

woven and thin fabric, therefore giving this

tightly woven material a durable quality. Lower

quality microfibers do risk being ripped after a

few months of use, but going with high quality

microfiber increases the strength and quality of

these linens, even with daily washing.

Link to Linen Selections

 

https://www.maplecrestmattress.com/online-store/Linens-c49155026


 

 

Sheets

Cotton

 

Material

Cotton is the most commonly used material to

make sheets. Low thread count cotton is coarse

and scratchy and more likely to pill (create small

cotton balls on the surface). Higher thread count

sheets are made with finer threads, resulting in

softer sheets. Fine cottons such as Egyptian or

Supima cotton are considered amongst the

finest quality cotton sheets available because

they are made of highest quality cotton, called

long staple cotton. The longer the fiber the

better because it creates stronger and finer

yarns. Cotton sheets will become more

comfortable and soft with each washing.

 

Durability

The cotton sheet with a high thread count will

be much more durable than one with a low

thread count. Low quality cotton linens have a

tendency to pill and will grow less comfortable

over time. The benefit of investing in quality

cotton sheets, though, is their ability to become

more supple and comfortable as time goes by,

as well as the durability and ease of care.

Link to Linen Selection

 

https://www.maplecrestmattress.com/online-store/Linens-c49155026


 

 

Sheets

TENCEL

 

Material

TENCEL is a fabric made out of cellulose from

wood – more specifically, eucalyptus trees and is

gaining popularity but still not quite so well

known.  The hydrophilic quality of Tencel means

it’s much more efficient at keeping the body

cooler while sleeping, working well in a wide

variety of climates. It feels extremely

breathable, as all night time sweat is wicked

away from the body. Coolness may be a

deciding factor for those with high body

temperatures who find that gives them trouble

sleeping.

 

Durability

Tencel is typically less wrinkly than cotton, and

fairly easy to care for. It washes well – clothes

made of Tencel less likely to shrink or misshape

in the wash. Plus it’s very long lasting and not

prone to becoming thin over time.

Link to Linen Selection

 

https://www.maplecrestmattress.com/online-store/Linens-c49155026


 

 

Sheets

RAYON from Bamboo

 

Material

Bamboo sheets are essentially made out of the

bamboo fiber. The latter is made out of a

characteristic species of bamboo which is more

or less like timber. The manufacturing process

altogether is quite different, depending on the

goals and the particular fabric production.

 

There are three distinct types of fabric currently

on the market, and the main difference stems

from the overall process of manufacturing of the

fibers. 

 

Durability

Regarding durability, bamboo fabric tend to be

more durable. However, they do require a lot of

attention as well. You have to be gentle when

running cleaning cycles and you should make

sure to follow the instructions regarding whether

you should run warm or cold water. They can

also be air dried, or you can tumble dry them on

a low-heat setting.

Link to Linen Selection

 

https://www.maplecrestmattress.com/online-store/Linens-c49155026


Loft or Thickness

Loft can be considered the most important

factor to get right as it provides proper

neck alignment for your sleep style and

allows to you to remain comfortable all

night long to reduce tossing and turning. 

 Other items are important but more as an

individual preference of comfort.

Stomach Sleepers - Low Loft

Side Sleepers - Mid to High Loft

Back Sleeps - Low to Mid Loft

Shape

Standard Rectangle

Contour

Shoulder

Wedge

Full Body

Maternity or Wrap-Around (C-Shaped)

Material

Cotton

Down or Alternatiives

Shredded MicroFiber

Gel

Dough

 

 

 

 

Pillows

Pillows are many times a afterthought but have

a direct correlation of comfort and even worse,

the discomfort from improper neck and spine

alignment.  A few factors to consider:

  

Link to Pillow Selection

https://www.maplecrestmattress.com/online-store/Pillows-c49153003
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